Newsletter. April 28th, 2008

New RouterBOARD 411A

New RouterBOARD 433

Introducing the new RB411A, the new low cost
wireless device. It will be available along with RB411,
but the A model will include twice as much RAM
memory (64MB) and a Wireless AP RouterOS license
(Level4).
RouterBOARD 411/411A are replacing the RB133C
device, and with the same price and small size, offer
four times speed increase, beating even RB532.
This device is already shipping to your local
distributors, so ask now!

Also indroducing the RB433, the new multi-interface
device that is replacing both the RB133 and the RB333.
The performance of RB433 is so good that it eliminates
the need of an intermediate price routerboard - it gives you
all the speed with the price of a CPE.
It has three miniPCI interfaces and three ethernet ports and
64MB of RAM.
This device is also already shipping to your local
distributors, so ask now!
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New MUM events

The new RouterBOARD 450

MUM India has completed, and had 90 visitors!
Pictures and presentations from this event are available
on this page: http://wiki.mikrotik.com/wiki/Events
MUM USA - Last call! Hotel is almost fully booked
and time is running short. Make sure to register or sign
up for a presentation. Distributor stands and tables are
very popular, so if you are interested in getting a place let us know while space is available.
MUM Indonesia - registration just opened! The
beautiful island of Bali is a perfect place to meet other
users, listen to presentations and take part in workshops,
and then relaxing at the beach in the evening. Don’t
miss this one!

RB1000 Rackmount
The RouterBOARD 1000 rackmountable case is finally
shipping! The super powerful RB1000 can now be
housed in this nice aluminum case and put into a rack right where it belongs.

Introducing the new RB450, it replaces the RB150 and
gives you four times faster pps throughput at the same
price and form factor. It even fits in the same boxes
and has the same mounting holes. This device will be
available in May this year.

RouterOS tip of the month: you can chat with other
administrators connected to your MikroTik router! Just
enter your message preceeded with a # symbol and it
will appear to all other connected users. A quick and
easy way to send a message to them.

[demo@demo.mt.lv] > #hello peter!
[demo@demo.mt.lv] >
demo: oh yeah, hi
[demo@demo.mt.lv] >
demo: what’s happening

